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This small publication collects fragments of text and 
image which choose to confront 
transgression, in sympathy and antipathy, 
through a language commandeered 
from the technological era. Repeated, 
deleted, rewritten, and enhanced, 
human behaviour is processed; morality 
is codiied; infraction is sequenced; and 
everything crooked is made straight.
Adoplhe Quételet’s A Treatise on Man 
counters the singularity of murder 
through statistics; Stephen Nelson’s 
palimpsestic, ascemic poetry renounces 
meaning in favour of pure visual data; 
my article on Egon Schiele contests 
the transgressive as an economic 
gambit; Jimmy Reid’s Rectoral Address 
challenges the ongoing codiication of 
marginalising habits; Denise Bonetti 
mines the dense rancour of Roosh V 
to programme a new subtext; and, 
Jane Topping reboots Blade Runner’s 
Esper machine to kick-start the viewer’s 
impossible descent into the image.
Together these dissident fragments 
collate histories and situations to incite a 
new kind of consciousness. They bring to 
the fore the codes and systems through 
which we now view the world and ask us 
to challenge them, to again problematise 
morality, to step forward and not back, 
to crook that which appears straight.
Marcus Jack
Published on the occasion of TRANSIT  #3: and everything 
crooked will become straight, the third instalment in a 
series of artists’ ilm screening programmes.
Further details can be found on p.34 - 36.

Legion (2016), Stephen Nelson




Self Portrait with Splayed Fingers (1911), Egon Schiele
Schiele’s Pathological Body:
Transgression as Capital
 At the 1909 Kunstschau Egon Schiele 
presents to the Viennese market an image of 
internal suffering and unending angst. His art is 
seemingly employed as a corrective emotional 
experience – the residue of an excavation into 
the psyche of the self. What results is a disigured 
body, one which recalls a tradition of fascination 
and fetishisation: a modern interpretation of 
gothic sensibilities.
 By 1910, Schiele’s oeuvre could be 
marked by an obsessive determination to 
chronicle the self in a painterly vocabulary that 
ruminated upon the body-in-pain. His success, 
art historian Gemma Blackshaw argues, “shows 
that the image of the pathological body he 
offered was one which clearly appealed. We 
could interpret this appeal in terms of the body’s 
functioning as ‘spectacle.’”
 A binary is created between Schiele’s 
quite conscious marketability and the alleged 
cathartic necessity of his practice. Schiele’s work 
might be considered evidence of this essential 
tension: art as psychological remedy and as 
carefully poised market gambit.
 Schiele transcribes the grotesquely 
disigured igure onto canvas. The privilege of 
the medium, unlike a medical photograph, grants 
a distance between the viewer and subject. It is 
within this distance - intensiied by the absence 
of a rational igure-ground relationship, where 
the body loats amidst white space – that 
an abstracting is encouraged. The indirect 
confrontation of viewer and subject prompts 
voyeuristic awe. This sort of ictionalising of the 
subject dematerialises the pathological body 
inviting aesthetic and social contemplation.
 Schiele disarms realism, leaving only an 
unquiet spectacle. It is in this spectacular quality 
that we may correlate Schiele’s work more with a 
history of spectatorship and voyeurism than as a 
product of psychological relief. The canvas levies a 
well-rehearsed cultural investment in the perverse 
and unfamiliar – what Freud might synthesise as 
the uncanny. Where phantasmagoria capitalised 
on periphery fears, of the supernatural and 
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disastrous, Schiele similarly capitalises on that 
which is grotesque yet fascinating – the fragility 
of mortality.
 The long tradition of perversity-as-proit 
in Western art is well encapsulated by Theodore 
Gericault’s The Raft of the Medusa (1819). 
Like Schiele, Gericault takes a societal anxiety 
– here, a nepotistic and incompetent monarchy 
whose mismanagement is alleged to have caused 
the wreck and consequently the death of French 
nationals. And with graphic embellishment, 
founded in studies of the disigured body, the 
artist sensationalises trauma. Gericault’s most 
successful work exhibited successfully dramatised 
and then ictionalised contemporary anxieties to 
attract the attention of the cautious voyeur. The 
psycho-social normalcy is absent, and that which 
we fear is centred - Gericault examines shocking 
bestial behaviours, and degeneration is too at 
the centre of Schiele’s concern.
 Blackshaw refers to Griselda Pollock’s 
model for the establishing of an avant-garde, 
Reference, Deference & Difference, to construct 
an evolutionary path between Gustav Klimt and 
Schiele, whereby Schiele saw and appreciated 
in Klimt’s University Paintings the capacity to 
shock. But we might understand this evolution 
to begin much earlier. Schiele operates in the 
tradition of the spectacle. He treads a well-
established path adapting new reference 
for his purpose. Blackshaw claims that the 
photography disseminated in journals like the 
Nouvelle Iconographie de la Salpetriere is that 
new reference to which Schiele’s work is bound. 
Blackwell describes an invasion of pathology 
into art and vice versa, claiming the journal to 
be a sourcebook for the artist in inding new 
iconographies of the body.
 The voyeuristic interest of patrons in 
such photography both creates and anticipates a 
market for paintings of a similar nature. Regarded 
as the physical instantiation of mania, the depicted 
igures are at once a parable for cautious living 
and the image of periphery anxiety which artists 
hungered to capitalise upon. Therein, Schiele’s 
success might be considered the product of 
timely and intelligent selection: the choosing of 
a subject that succinctly allegorised the anxieties 
of Vienna, a city which had indeed grown too 
quickly. His is a market-ready transgression.
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The Raft of the Medusa (1818-1819), Theodore Gericault
Glance into the world just 
as though time were gone: 
and everything crooked will 
become straight to you.
Friedrich Nietzsche, unpublished fragments dating
to November 1882 – February 1883.
All the Kings Have Fallen (2016), Stephen Nelson



Harvey’s Bristorl Cream Christmas Advert (1979)


NOWADAYS
Words taken from Roosh V’s “10 Reasons Why Heterosexual Men Should Leave America”
Denise Bonetti
The following  describes  a long journey 
to Eastern Europe, South America, or Southeast Asia.
 beautiful 
 problems come from 
worship culture  and 
thirsty  iPhones
 personalities
product
 of 
 laws  about everything
good example is Los Angeles
banning fun  a friendly  
call 
means getting 
arrested and going to jail. Foreign 
police  and surveillance cameras 
enjoy you getting arrested. 
Take some beers to  drink i
to get out of trouble. The more 
 you  worry about
It ,  harder tha
 problems  Google 
search Before  traveling, 
experience a minor  meltdown 
(laugh if you want, 
My  health 
issues came up abroad in  environments 
silly and unrealistic 
sure 
 live abroad,  travel
 is
 a cliché to ind yourself, 
 traveling I learned that  
loneliness  improves my social interaction 
something I didn’t realize 
 home  where I was surrounded by 
 traditional human beings
 homosexuals abroad don’t care what 
annoys me 
 their 
 hitting on me when I’m 
alive and well in  foreign countries, 
 how they 
appear  beautiful 
and  strong 
In foreign countries you can 
 share 
 Indian girls with
 a racist. You can 
disagree with 
liberals 
 from  Denmark, Iceland, 
and Sweden.
 You will pay less for 
 American  cars. Most foreign people
run  more frequently 
 and do n’t contain chemicals 
 GMO  a center 
corporate propaganda
is mostly 
 incomplete  until 
 made by corporations.  in a foreign country, 
the ads ’re 
in a different language. watching television
’ll 
 result 
in
a caged  cocaine minimalist 
lifestyle where  things positively affect your mood. 
 you buy things  because 
objects  bring  happiness.
You   see the world 
Even if 
 You don’t understand most of your beliefs 
your own  world 
view 
 programmed  you  
to toss out garbage  reality
 and 
direct observation.
 America is not the best country in the world
Images adapted from Blade Runner Annual (1982) by Jane Topping.
Adapted from Blade Runner (1982, dir. Ridley Scott) by Archie Goodwin.
© Marvel Comics International Ltd., a subsidiary of Codence Industries
Corporation, GRANDREAMS LTD., London, 1982.
Enhance two twenty four to one seventy six.










         (2010) UK, 4 mins
Miles Joseph
Remediation considers the moral ambiguity of artists’ use 
of visual sampling and found footage in order to create 
new works. Using found footage sourced from the internet 
the ilm sets out to playfully visualise the recorded audio 
interviews through visual rhetoric.
            (2015) UK, 3 mins
Dorine Aguerre
Do Not Cross is an experiment in the construction of a 
mise-en-scene. This video uses the aesthetics associated 
with investigative drama to question the theatrics and 
sensationalism of mass media.
5 Eton Lane
Glasgow, G12 8NB
Thursday 17.03.16
7.00pm - 9.00pm
350 Sauchiehall Street
Glasgow, G2 3DJ
Friday 18.03.16
7.00pm - 9.00pm
1006A Pollokshaws Road
Glasgow, G41 2HG
Saturday 19.03.16
7.00pm - 9.00pm
With narrative ilm the dominant 
aesthetic, this episode takes a more 
transgressive approach: bending, 
rearranging, and rewriting the record. 
The screen becomes a palimpsest of 
ideas and images; stories overlaid and 
erased; found footage is repurposed; the 
mise-en-scene dismantled; new realities 
are constructed; and old ones buried.
TRANSIT ARTS
is a nomadic programme 
of artists’ ilm, screened 
from the back of a van.
Featured Films .................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................Locations
  (2014)  UK, 30 mins
Jane Topping
Peter seeks to re-frame a classic of dystopian cinema, Blade 
Runner (1982), with the intention of positioning the artist 
within the text and so implying that such radical gestures 
are not only warranted and necessary, but also implicit in 
the contemporary viewer’s experience of watching ilm.
      (2015) UK, 5 mins
Josie Rae Turnbull
Glaucoma’s Moat is a reworked standard 8mm ilm found 
whilst trespassing the site of Campion House, London, a 
former Jesuit pre-seminary college. The ilm was digitally 
transferred without knowledge of its content, intent or 
authorship; what remains is a baseless narrative created 
entirely in the viewer’s watching.
    (2016)  UK, 2 mins
Miles Joseph
After_001 is the irst of a series of images showing scenes 
with no human inhabitants that depict moments either 
before or after something has occurred. The ilm plays 
with time, exploring the cinematic aesthetic, sound-image 
relationships, and mise-en-scene.
            (2015) UK, 12 mins
Lucie Rachel
Mother Father is an intimate insight into a relationship 
constantly challenged by issues regarding gender. Issues 
that were kept a secret from everyone outside of their 
relationship, including their daughters. A true story, 
captured and shared by the youngest daughter of two 
very brave women.
Part of Glasgow Short Film Festival 2016.
More info at: glasgowilm.org/gsff/transit
.......................................................................................................................................................


